Aim of P.C.S. Italiana S.r.l. is to be always complementary to Offshore Companies; to reach this goal PCS
is expanding its activities including a full supportive organization dedicated to Diving with relevant
equipment and personnel that may be of assistance underwater and also during the specific activities of
submarine cables installation and repair.
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Submarine Cables & Umbilical Laying, Maintenance and Repair Service

This organization allows PCS to be immediately responsive and operative world-wide in support for the
cables installation and repair activities either when diving is specifically required or necessary and where
the diving shall be reduced due to safety or Client requirement by providing fully automated solutions for
cables detection and cut.
Our complete diving equipment comprise the following:
01. Dive Control (containerized) fitted to manage Shallow Water (up to -50msw) and Mixed Gas (up to
-75msw) diving activities. The System is capable to supply 3 Divers and Wet Bell.
02. LARS HD/Wet Bell is fitted for 2 Divers entering/egressing the water, operating up to -75msw. The
Wet Bell is gas surface supplied through the dedicated umbilical and is fitted with 2 off 30m umbilical
for Divers.
03. LARS Lite fitted for 2 Divers entering/egressing the water, operating up to -75msw.
04. Twinlock Air Chamber (containerized) consists of 2 locks (EL & ML) and gas control panel with TAC
container fitted with independent Air bottles and 2 HP Air compressors.
The individual diving equipment comprises KMB 37 Helmets, KMB 18B Band Masks, umbilical, bailout,
comms and video, complying with ACoP for Offshore Diving (IMCA D014-Rev.2-2014).
PCS Diving Spread also comprises uw weld/cut equipment, hydraulic tools for cable cutting/recovery and
IRM diving operations.
To provide also reliable and “state-of-the-art” organization, PCS is also applying to the IMCA certification
process.

PCS CABLES LLC

Via Fratelli Rosselli, 24/26
10032 Brandizzo (TO) ITALY

PO Box 24561
Doha - Qatar

http://www.pcsitaly.it
pcsitaly@pcsitaly.it

http://www.pcscables.net
sales@pcscables.net

Tel. +39 011 91 70 260
Fax. +39 011 91 39 540

Tel. +974 448 77 818
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